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Abstract: Natural fibers, including mineral and plant fibers, are increasingly used for polymer composite materials due to their low environmental impact. In this paper, thermographic non-destructive inspection techniques were used to evaluate and characterize basalt, jute/hemp and bagasse fibers composite panels. Different defects were analyzed in terms of impact damage, delaminations and resin abnormalities. Of particular interest, homogeneous particleboards of sugarcane bagasse, a new plant fiber material, were studied. Pulsed phase thermography and principal component thermography were used as the post-processing methods. In addition, ultrasonic C-scan and continuous wave terahertz imaging were also carried out on the mineral fiber laminates for comparative purposes. Finally, an analytical comparison of different methods was given.
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1. Introduction

Basalt, as a mineral material, can be obtained from volcanic rocks which are originated from frozen lava with a melting temperature in the range of 1500 °C to 1700 °C [1]. Basalt fiber was originally developed by the former Soviet Union and its first industrial production furnace was finished at Ukraine fibre laboratory in 1985 after 30 years of research and development [2]. The manufacturing process of basalt fiber is similar to glass fiber, but less energy and no additives are needed. Therefore, basalt fiber is in principle cheaper than glass fiber and it is also suitable to produce chopped or continuous fibers [3]. The cost of the final products also depends on the raw materials, the production process and the demanded mechanical and physical properties [4]. Although asbestos and basalt fiber have a similar composition, the latter has different morphology and surface properties which avoid carcinogenic or toxicity effects [5]. Kogan et al. [6] and McConnell et al. [7] both verified the safety of
basalt fiber by animal experiments. Compared to glass fiber, basalt fiber shows similar mechanical properties and several advantages (see Table 1). Therefore, it has been considered as an alternative reinforcement for composite materials which can be used in marine, automotive, sporting equipment and civil sectors [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Elastic Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Elongation to Fracture (%)</th>
<th>Specific E Modulus (GPa per g/cm³)</th>
<th>Specific Tensile Strength (GPa per g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-glass fiber</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.4–2.5</td>
<td>1.8–3.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basalt fiber</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>31.78</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to basalt fiber, several types of plant fibers have also been considered as the reinforcements for panels and semi-structural components, with the idea to improve the material biodegradability and the end-of-life scenarios. Among them, jute and hemp fibers are increasingly hybridized for use in the recent years, with the aim to exploit their advantages such as lightweight, nonabrasive, combustible, nontoxic, low cost and biodegradable properties. Although jute/hemp fibers polymer composites have acceptable mechanical properties for many applications such as furnitures, they are still not suitable to some specific fields such as acting as a type of building material.

In this regard, particleboards (PBs) and medium density fiberboards (MDFs), which are practical and cheap alternatives to solid wood, have become leading building materials in the past decade [9]. PB is a type of panel product made of sawdust and wood shavings bonded together by synthetic resin and pressed into sheets. However, the availability of wood residues restricts its development. In addition, formaldehyde, which is used as the resin material during the manufacturing process, is a type of carcinogen. Therefore, it is necessary to consider alternative post-consumer waste wood or waste paper or agricultural residues as raw materials and more benign resins [10]. This also offers environmental benefits such as diversion of waste from landfills or burning. Among the agricultural residues, bagasse is one of the largest non-wood lignocellulose by-products which is left after the crushing and extraction of the juice from the sugarcane [11].

Similarly to conventional composite structures, the strength properties in the transverse direction of PBs are limited and therefore they have poor impact resistance. Low-velocity impact is usually considered as a major threat to fiber-reinforced polymer composite structures. Such foreign object loading can occur during manufacturing, assembly, maintenance and operation. The impact damage can significantly reduce the residual mechanical properties of composites even though it is hardly visible. The impact damage is becoming increasingly essential for the behavior of natural fiber composites, as they are usually reported to exhibit a limited resistance to impact loading.

In addition to impact damage, some other manufacturing flaws such as porosities are also threats to the quality of the final product. In this regard, non-destructive testing (NDT) has been used for the evaluation of impact damage and overall quality in composite structures. The main NDT methods involve ultrasound, x-ray and infrared radiation etc. Ultrasound is a conventional and effective method for composite panels such as carbon fiber-reinforced polymer plastic (CFRP). It needs wedge such as water with the aim to get rid of air, but most of the plan fiber polymer composite materials are not water-proof. Air-coupled ultrasound has been developed, but it cannot penetrate thick materials which are often used in plant fiber composite applications. X-ray computed tomography (CT) is expensive, time-consuming, harmful to human body, and its contrast is relatively low [12].

Recently infrared thermography (IRT) is becoming increasingly attractive as a NDT method due to the fact that it has faster inspection-acquisition rate, higher spatial resolution and contrast, and it is contactless. The development of infrared image processing algorithms also enhances its advantages for use. It has been used in different fields such as electrical components, medical imaging, thermal comfort, in-line industrial monitoring, buildings, artworks, composite materials [13–18]. Although IRT
has been applied in many fields, quantitative analysis is becoming increasingly important aside from inspection, which need further study, e.g., depth information, etc. [19,20].

In this paper, IRT was used to evaluate impacted basalt fiber reinforced polymer laminates (BFRP), jute/hemp hybrid fiber-reinforced polymer laminates, and homogeneous particleboards of sugarcane bagasse (SCB). Different types of defects were analyzed in terms of impact damage, delaminations and resin abnormalities. Of particular interest, SCB is a new type of PB made of bagasse fibers and bio-resins derived from castor oil. Pulsed phase thermography (PPT) and principal component thermography (PCT) were used to process the raw data. Ultrasonic C-scan testing (UT) and emerging continuous wave terahertz (CW THz) imaging were used on the mineral fiber laminates for comparative purposes. Finally, an analytical comparison of different thermographic techniques for natural fiber-reinforced polymer composites inspection was given.

2. Specimens

2.1. Basalt Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Laminates

The basalt fabric (BAS 220.1270.P, Basaltex-Flocart NV, Wevelgem, Belgium) was a plain-weave fabric with a surface weight of 220 g/m². A vinylester resin (DION 9102, Reichhold) was used as the matrix material. The laminates were made using Resin Transfer Molding with a fiber volume fraction of 0.38 ± 0.02, and a final thickness of 3 ± 0.1 mm. A drop-weight impact tower fitted with an anti-rebound device was used for low velocity impact tests. Specifically, a hemispherical impactor with a 12.7 mm diameter tip was used [21] and three impact energies (equal to 7.5, 15 and 22.5 J shown in Figure 1) were used in this study.

![Photographs of the BFRP laminates from the back side.](image)

(a) 7.5 J  (b) 15 J  (c) 22.5 J

Figure 1. Photographs of the BFRP laminates from the back side.

2.2. Jute/Hemp Fiber Hybrid Laminates

The jute/hemp fiber hybrid laminates were made using a jute hessian cloth which has an areal weight of 250 g/m² and hemp fibers (AMCO) which were decorticated and bleached using sodium chlorite in optimized conditions. The composite structure has six layers of jute fabrics placed at 0°/0°/45°/−45°/0°/0° which was sandwiched between two nonwoven hemp mats. The material has 30 (±2) wt. % of jute fiber and 20 (±1.5) wt. % of hemp fiber. The specimens have the dimensions of 140 mm × 220 mm × 2.8 (±0.1) mm. A hemispherical nose of 12.7 mm diameter was used for static indentation tests. Three specimens (see Figure 2) were tested at different loads, which were applied in displacement control with 1 mm/min cross-head speed [22].
Table 2 shows the specific values obtained for the specimens [23].

### Table 2. Indentation test on jute/hemp fiber hybrid laminates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate No.</th>
<th>Max Load (N)</th>
<th>Displacement at Maximum Load (mm)</th>
<th>Final Displacement (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2339</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2141</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Homogeneous Particleboards of Sugarcane Bagasse

The high-density homogeneous particleboards of SCB and polyurethane resin based on castor oil followed the methodology defined in [24], assuming a nominal density of 800 kg/m³ and dimensions of $0.55 \times 0.55 \times 0.016$ m. Initially, the SCB was oven dried at a temperature of 60 °C for 24 h to reduce the moisture content to around 12%. After drying, it was sieved in a sieve shaker. The bagasse particles retained in the sieve mesh with openings greater than 2 mm were milled in a knife mill to produce particles of size up to 8 mm. The particles with a size of less than 2 mm were removed from the manufacturing process because they are not suitable for the step of dispersing the resin. Subsequently, the particles of SCB were introduced in a planetary mixer and the adhesive polyurethane resin based on castor oil was added, in a proportion of 15% by weight of the dry mass of bagasse, for better uniformity in the distribution of the adhesive in particles. After this mixing period, the particles were introduced into a mattress forming mold, with dimensions of $0.55 \times 0.55$ m and pressed with a pressure of 5 MPa at a temperature of 100 °C, for a period of 10 min. At the end of the pressing process, the complete curing process of the resin required a period of 72 h [25].

Low velocity impact tests at four different energy levels, namely 5, 10, 20 and 30 J (see Figure 3) were carried out using an instrumented drop-weight impact testing machine (CEAST/Instron 9340). A steel mass was attached to the steel impactor with a hemispherical tip of 20 mm diameter for a total weight of 3 kg. The different energy levels were obtained by changing the height of release of the impactor. The specimens were clamped circumferentially along a diameter of 40 mm in a pneumatic-actuated clamping fixture. During the test, the time histories of impact force and the initial impact velocity were recorded. Post-impact, the permanent dent depth of each coupon was measured using a non-contact profilometer (Taylor-Hobson Talyscan 150) with a scanning speed of 10,500 µm/s and a nominal vertical resolution of 1 µm. The dent depth as a function of impact energy is shown in Table 3 [25].
Figure 3. Photographs of the SCB laminates from the front side.

Table 3. Dent depth as a function of impact energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact energy (J)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dent depth (µm)</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>1469</td>
<td>1545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Experiments

3.1. Infrared Thermography

Pulsed thermography (PT) and lock-in thermography (LT) are two main optical excitation IRT methods. PT uses high-energy lamps to generate a uniform heating on an object surface. An infrared camera is used to record the surface temperature profile. In PT, a subsurface defect causes a non-uniform cooling, which can be identified in an imaging sequence. As a time-domain sequenced imaging approach, PT allows the application of the advanced imaging processing techniques to obtain more visible imprints of the defects. LT is known as a modulated technique. In LT, the absorption of modulated heating leads to a temperature modulation. LT requires long acquisition time, especially for deep defects (low modulation frequencies). Sinusoidal waves are typically used in LT, which have the following advantages: (1) frequency and shape of the response are preserved, (2) only the amplitude and phase delay of the wave may change [26,27].

Figure 4 shows the schematic and experimental set-up for optical excitation IRT. Two ‘OMNLUX PAR64’ (1000 W) halogen lamps were used to generate pulse or lock-in sinusoidal signals for PT and LT, respectively. A Balcar FX 60 (6.4 KJ, 2 ms duration) producing photographic flashes was used for PT. A mid-wave IR camera ‘FLIR Phoenix’ (see Table 4) with the frame rate of ~55 fps was used to record the temperature profile. The cooling time for PT is 15 s/20 s for flashes/halogen lamps modality, respectively.

Figure 4. Cont.
Figure 4. LT and PT configurations: (a) schematic set-up for LT; (b) schematic set-up for PT (flashes); (c) experimental set-up for LT and PT (halogen lamps); (d) experimental set-up for PT (flashes).

Table 4. Flir Phoenix (MWIR) technical specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Specification</th>
<th>Explanation/Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detector type</td>
<td>Indium Antimonide (InSb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold filter bandpass</td>
<td>3.0–5.0 μm standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel resolution</td>
<td>640 (H) × 512 (V) pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec performance</td>
<td>&lt;25 milliKelvin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an ultrasonic excitation thermographic approach, vibrothermography (VT) was also used in this paper. Different from optical excitation IRT, VT uses ultrasonic waves to stimulate a subsurface defect without heating the surface. The stimulation of the subsurface defect causes a complex combination of absorption, scattering, beam spreading and dispersion. The ultrasonic waves spread towards all of the orientations in the form of heat [26,27].

Figure 5 shows the VT set-up. The same IR camera with the frame rate of ∼55 fps was used. The transducer was pressed (200 Pa) against the specimen and two periods of 0.2 Hz (10 s) lock-in ultrasonic waves were delivered.

Figure 5. VT configurations: (a) schematic set-up; (b) experimental set-up.

3.2. Ultrasonic C-Scan

Ultrasonic c-scan (UT) has the ability to detect flaws in either the partial or entire thickness of the materials. In this paper, UT experiments were conducted in reflection mode; water was used as the wedge and the back wall signals were used for imaging. The UT experimental set-up in Figure 6 consists of a ‘Olympus OmniScan MX’, a probe ‘Olympus PANAMETRICS-NDT A310S 5 MHz/0.25”’, a robotic x-y glider scanner ‘IAI Robo Cylinder RCP2’ for raster scanning, and a water tank. The distance between the probe and the specimen is ∼10 mm, and the system resolution is 0.2 mm.
3.3. Continuous Wave Terahertz

The principles of continuous wave (CW) terahertz (THz) and millimetre-wave imaging have been known for several decades. The electromagnetic spectrum of millimetre-wave generally ranges from 30 GHz to 300 GHz, which has a region of overlap between 100 GHz and 300 GHz with THz spectroscopy [28–30]. Compared to pulsed THz imaging which can provide depth, frequency-domain or time-domain information of the object, CW THz imaging can only yield intensity data when a fixed frequency source and a single detector are used. However, the CW imaging system is compact, simple, fast and relatively low-cost without a pump–probe system [31,32].

The CW THz system (Figure 7) uses IMPAct ionization Transit Time (IMPATT) diodes to exploit ∼0.1 THz CW imaging, and the system resolution is ∼3 mm. It consists of a detector ‘TeraSense Linear-1024’, a CW emitter ‘TeraSense TS 1603’, and a robot ‘Funac LR Mate 200iD 7L’ to perform a line scanning. The detector has a spectral range of 40 GHz–0.7 THz and a frame rate of ∼8.2 fps. The pixel size of the detector is 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm, and the number of pixels is 1024 (256 × 4). The emitter has an optimized frequency of ∼0.1 THz and 1 µs rise/fall time (TTL Modulation). The detector records 256 × 4 pixels (384 mm × 6 mm) into one frame. The distance from the specimen to the CW emitter/detector was ∼10 cm [32].

4. Infrared Image Processing

Principal component thermography (PCT) [33] has been used as an infrared image processing technique to extract the image features and reduce undesirable signals. Different from classical principal component analysis, PCT relies on singular value decomposition (SVD) which extracts spatial and temporal data from a matrix in a compact manner by projecting original data onto empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs). Original data can often be adequately represented with only a few EOFs. Usually, an infrared sequence of 1000 images can be replaced by 10 or less EOF [34]. Another advantage of PCT is its suitability to be combined with other image processing techniques, e.g., in [35–37].

Fast Fourier transform can be used to extract amplitude and phase information from the raw thermal data. It provides the possibility to obtain quantitative results in a straightforward manner. Usually phase is more useful than amplitude because it can retrieve the deeper information. In addition, phase is less affected than raw and amplitude data by environmental reflections, emissivity variations,
non-uniform heating, surface geometry and orientation [27]. This method has been used for LT and it is known as phase transform. When used for PT, it is known as pulsed phase thermography (PPT) [38].

The relationship exists between the depth \( z \) of a defect and the thermal diffusion length \( \mu \). Empirical expressions have been proposed [39]:

\[
z = C_1 \cdot \mu = C_1 \cdot \sqrt{\frac{\alpha}{\pi \cdot f_b}} \tag{1}
\]

where, \( f_b \) is known as the blind frequency - the frequency at which a given defect has enough (phase or amplitude) contrast to be detected, and \( C_1 \) is an empirical constant.

It has been observed that \( C_1 \approx 1 \) for amplitude transform [40], while reported values for phase transform are in the range of 1.5 to 2 [40], with \( C_1 = 1.82 \) typically adopted [41]. Therefore, phase transform is more important than amplitude because it can access the deeper information [27].

According to Equation (1), the thermal diffusivity \( \alpha \) is a parameter of particular importance for calculating the depth by PPT. \( \alpha \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\alpha = \frac{k}{\rho c_p} \tag{2}
\]

where \( c_p \) (J/kgK) is the specific heat at constant pressure, \( \rho \) (kg/m\(^3\)) is the density, and \( k \) (W/mK) is the thermal conductivity.

For composite materials, \( \alpha \) can be calculated by:

\[
\alpha_{\text{composite}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\text{weight fraction material} \cdot \alpha_{\text{material}}) \tag{3}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of constituent materials in the composites.

Therefore, the thermal diffusivity \( \alpha \) can be obtained by calculating \( c_p, \rho \) and \( k \) in Table 5.

**Table 5. Physical properties of materials.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basalt Fiber (63%)</th>
<th>Vinyl Ester Resin (37%)</th>
<th>BFRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k ) (W/mK)</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (kg/m(^3))</td>
<td>2630</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>2108.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_p ) (J/kgK)</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1083.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha ) (m(^2)/s)</td>
<td>( _ )</td>
<td>( _ )</td>
<td>( 4.5514 \times 10^{-8} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>June (30%)/Hemp (20%) Fibers</th>
<th>Epoxy Resin I-SX10 (50%)</th>
<th>Jute/Hemp Hybrid Laminate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k ) (W/mK)</td>
<td>0.365/0.04</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (kg/m(^3))</td>
<td>1460/25</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_p ) (J/kgK)</td>
<td>1360/1800</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha ) (m(^2)/s)</td>
<td>( _ )</td>
<td>( _ )</td>
<td>( 1.8425 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bagasse Fiber (60%)</th>
<th>Polyurethane Resin (40%)</th>
<th>SCB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k ) (W/mK)</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (kg/m(^3))</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_p ) (J/kgK)</td>
<td>3601.8</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2720.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha ) (m(^2)/s)</td>
<td>( _ )</td>
<td>( _ )</td>
<td>( 1.7125 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, recursive median filter (RMF) and cold image subtraction (CIS) [42] were used as the pre-processing methods. Table 6 shows the applied experimental and image processing methods for different specimens.
Table 6. Applied experimental and image processing methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Experimental Method</th>
<th>Image Processing Modality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFRP</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>RMF→CIS→PCT/PPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>RMF→PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>Amplitude image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CW THz</td>
<td>Amplitude image→Median filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jute/hemp hybrid laminate</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>RMF→CIS→PCT/PPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>RMF→PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCB</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>RMF→CIS→PCT/PPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT</td>
<td>RMF→PCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>RMF→Phase transform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

Figure 8 shows the PT results of BFRP. PPT was performed and then the depth information was obtained by Equations (1) and (2) using the physical properties in Table 5. The images from the depths of 0.28 mm (0.6 Hz), 0.85 mm (0.065 Hz) and 1 mm (0.048 Hz) were obtained in flashes and halogen lamps modalities, respectively.
In Figure 8a,b, the resin-rich areas A and C were detected at the depth of 0.28 mm, and were barely detected at the depths of 0.85 mm (Figure 8d,e), then were not detected at all at the depth of 1 mm (Figure 8g,h). The resin-rich areas B and F were detected at the depth of 0.85 mm (Figure 8d,f) in the clearest view; they were not detected at the depth of 1 mm (Figure 8g,i). The delamination in Figure 8h (marked in purple) was detected at the depth of 1 mm, which suggests its depth. The impact damage (marked in yellow) grew along with the depth increase. Overall, flashes modality provided clearer results than halogen lamps modality, and PPT can provide the additional information. In particular, it can provide the depth information via frequencies for quantitative analysis, which is advantageous.

Taking into account the UT results in Figure 9, the PT results evidently provided more information, especially for resin-rich areas (marked in red). The VT results in Figure 10 only showed clear identification for delamination, but not for resin-rich and impact damage areas.

![Figure 9. UT amplitude images of the BFRP laminates.](image)

![Figure 10. VT for the BFRP laminates after PCT processing.](image)

The delamination was shown more clearly in the front-side inspection in Figure 11. PPT provided additional information (Figure 11e–g, in which the delamination shranked along with the depth increase. CW sub-THz can detect the delamination, but showed a rough result (Figure 11c). This may be caused by the low resolution (∼3 mm) linked to its low radiation frequency (∼0.1 THz). The depth information in CW inspection is inaccessible. The intensity curve of the CW sub-THz result in Figure 11d showed the delamination feature, which is deepest in the central zone. The fiber information was not detected in BFRP.
Figure 11. Front-side inspection for the BFRP laminate subjected to 15 J impact loading after PPT (e–g) and PCT processing.

Figure 12 shows the thermographic results of jute/hemp hybrid laminates. The results are linked to the flashes modality because it provides clearer results, and the full thickness can be detected due to the higher thermal diffusivity $\alpha$. The images from the depths of 0.44 mm (1 Hz) and 1.72 mm (0.066 Hz) were obtained by PPT. Impact damage areas (marked in yellow) other than the visible zones were detected, but not as clear as that in BFRP. The resin-rich areas (marked in red) were clearly detected. The fibers can be identified very clearly, which provides the possibility for the evaluation of fiber orientation. PPT (Figure 12a–f) provided more information than PCT (Figure 12g–i) and VT (Figure 12j–l), especially for the identification of the flaws by means of defect depth retrieval via frequencies. PCT showed the clear identification for both resin-rich and impact damage areas, but the impossibility to perform a quantitative analysis is the disadvantage. VT only showed the impact damage areas, although additional information of resin-rich areas and fibers can be visualized.
Figure 13 shows the thermographic results of SCB. The images from the depths of 1.65 mm (0.066 Hz) and 1.94 mm (0.048 Hz) were obtained. The resin-rich areas were detected, and the fibers can be identified. The fiber orientation evaluation is more difficult in the case of SCB due to the thermal characteristics. The impact damage areas A and B in Figure 13a,b,e,f were not detected at the depths of 1.65 mm and 1.94 mm because they are too close to the surface. The impact damage area C was detected at the depth of 1.65 mm in Figure 13c, and the impact damage area D was detected at depths of both 1.65 mm and 1.94 mm in Figure 13d,h. The depth information is a little bit deeper than the mechanical measurement because the thermal diffusivity \( \alpha \) value was calculated using similar and reasonable data present in the scientific literature. Nevertheless, the growing trend of the impact damage areas coincides with the theoretical estimation. The impact damage areas in the four specimens can be detected by PCT. Of interest, VT showed the clearest results for the impact damage inspection of SCB.
Table 7 shows the relationship between modulated frequency $f_b$ and depth $z$ according to Equation (1) for phase-based LT. Figure 14 shows the LT (phase) results of SCB at depths of 0.95 mm, 1.9 mm and 4.25 mm. The impact damage area A was not detected at the depths of 0.95 mm and 1.9 mm in Figure 14a,e because it is located so close to the surface. The impact damage area B was detected at the depth of 0.95 mm in Figure 14b, but not at the depth of 1.9 mm in Figure 14f, which coincides with the mechanical measurement. The impact damage areas C and D were detected at the depths of 0.95 mm (Figure 14c,d) and 1.9 mm (Figure 14g,h) which is due to the calculation of the thermal diffusivity $\alpha$ from literature data. All the impact damage areas were not detected at the depth of 4.25 mm. The growing trend of impact damage in SCB coincides with the theoretical estimation. The resin-rich areas were also detected by phase-based LT, which showed clearer results, but the longer inspection time is the disadvantage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency $f_b$ (Hz)</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFRP</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jute/hemp hybrid</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCB</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusions

Table 8 shows the capabilities of the thermographic techniques applied on the natural fiber-reinforced polymer composites. Overall, IRT shows clearer results than UT and CW THz. Phase-based PT and LT can provide depth information and clearer results for more features than PCT and VT. VT can only show clearer results for the delamination in BFRP and the impact damage detection in SCB. The flashes modality can provide clearer results than halogen lamps modality, but the latter can detect deep-defects. On the contrary, quantitative analysis for shallow-defects is available in the flashes modality because a higher frequency could be reached. The fiber identification is difficult for BFRP, but feasible for jute/hemp hybrid laminates and SCB. In addition, the delamination was not found in the two vegetable fiber laminates, which may be caused by the different structures compared to BFRP—the mineral fiber composite.
Table 8. Capabilities of different thermographic techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Materials</th>
<th>BFRP</th>
<th>Jute/Hemp Hybrid Laminates</th>
<th>SCB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin-rich</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT) &gt; VT (PCT)</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT)</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact damage</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT) &gt; VT (PCT)</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT) &gt; VT (PCT)</td>
<td>VT (PCT) &gt; LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber identification</td>
<td>Unavailable</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT)</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delamination</td>
<td>VT (PCT) &gt; LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase) &gt; PT (PCT)</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow-defect</td>
<td>PT (phase)¹ &gt; LT (phase)</td>
<td>PT (phase)¹ &gt; LT (phase)</td>
<td>PT (phase)¹ &gt; LT (phase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep-defect</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase)²</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase)²</td>
<td>LT (phase) &gt; PT (phase)²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PT (phase)¹: flashes modality; PT (phase)²: halogen lamps modality.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BFRP Basalt fiber-reinforced polymer
SCB Homogeneous particleboards of sugarcane bagasse
NDT Non-destructive testing
IRT Infrared thermography
UT Ultrasonic C-scan testing
CW Continuous wave
THz Terahertz
PT Pulsed thermography
LT Lock-in thermography
VT Vibrothermography
RMF Recursive median filter
CIS Cold image subtraction
PCT Principal component thermography
PPT Pulsed phase thermography
EOF Empirical orthogonal function
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